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Abstract 

Allogeneic hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) from an HLA-

haploidentical relative (haplo-HSCT) is a suitable option for children/young adults with 

acute leukemia (AL) either relapsed or at high-risk of treatment failure and in urgent 

need of an allograft. A novel method of graft manipulation based on the selective, 

negative depletion of αβ T and B cells has been recently developed.  

In the present study, enrolled and analyzed are 111 children with AL, with a median age 

of 10 years (range 0.9-22.2) transplanted between September 2011 and May 2018. 

Eighty-two (74%) and 29 (26%) patients had acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) or 

acute myeloid leukemia (AML), respectively; all children were transplanted in complete 

morphological remission and received a fully myeloablative preparative regimen. The 

donor was mainly chosen according to immunological criteria, giving priority to NK-

cell alloreactivity, KIR B haplotype, higher B-content score and size of NK alloreactive 

subset. They received Anti-Thymocyte Globulin (ATG) prior to HSCT to prevent GvHD 

and no patient was given any post-transplant pharmacological GvHD prophylaxis. With 

a median follow-up 47 months (range: 2 months – 7.7 years), the 5-year probability of 

overall survival was above 70% for both AML and ALL patients. The cumulative 

incidence of grade I-II acute GvHD was 25% (95% confidence interval, CI, 17-33), with 

skin GvHD being the most frequent organ involved, and no patient developed grade 

III/IV aGvHD. Four out of  91 patients at risk developed chronic GvHD, in all cases of 

limited severity, with a cumulative incidence of 5%. Six patients died for transplant-

related complications, this resulting into a 5-year cumulative incidence of transplant-

related mortality (TRM) of 6% (95% CI, 2-11) while the 5-year cumulative incidence of 

relapse was 24% (95% CI, 16-33) at a median time of 186 days (range 60-1012) after 

transplantation. The 5-year probability of LFS in children with ALL and AML was 69% 



 

(95% CI, 57-79) and 73% (95% CI, 52-86), respectively., and the use of total body 

irradiation (TBI) during the preparative regimen was associated with better patient’s 

outcome, since it protected against the risk of leukemia recurrence [18% (95% CI, 10-

28) vs. 45% (95% CI, 22-66) in patients who did or did not receive TBI, respectively, 

p<0.01]. The median CD3+ cell count on day +90, +180 and +360 were 247, 659 and 

1380/mcl, respectively. 

This study confirms that αβ T- and B-cell depleted haplo-HSCT is an effective option 

for patients in need of an urgent allograft and lacking an HLA-identical donor. While 

TRM is impressively low, the main cause of treatment failure is leukemia recurrence, 

whose incidence could be lowered by the use of TBI during the conditioning regimen. 

The remarkably low risk of chronic GvHD renders the approach attractive also in terms 

of patient’s quality of life. 
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Allogeneic Stem Cell Transplantation (HSCT) 

Allogeneic marrow transplantation is a potentially curative therapy for a variety of 

hematologic malignancies due to two separate components: chemo/radiotherapy 

administered before the transplant (conditioning regimen), and the presence of 

immunocompetent cells in the graft , capable of inducing a "graft-versus-malignancy 

effect " also known as GvL “1. 

Only a small percentage of  patients  has an HLA identical family donor. For the majority 

of patients (approximately 70%) who lack an HLA-identical sibling, alternative donors 

include matched unrelated donors and cord blood. The chance of finding an unrelated 

donor (UD) in the international voluntary donor registries , is limited by (a) frequency 

of the HLA phenotype and (b) the time required to identify the appropriate donor for 

patients with a high risk disease. Recent data from the National Marrow Donor Program 

donor registry showed that the probability of finding an 8/8 matched adult donor is 51% 

for Caucasians6. The event-free survival of adults undergoing an UD transplant ranges 

between 20% and 50%  and refers only to patients who actually undergo the transplant, 

without taking into account those who do not find a donor or those who do find a donor 

but cannot be grafted based on medical reasons7,8. Because of these limitations, the 

proportion of UD transplants /year (12.000 in 2009) compared to UD search 

activations/year (44.000 in 2009) is less than 1/39. 

Umbilical cord blood offers the advantage of easy procurement, no risks for donors, 

reduced risk of transmitting infections, immediate availability and less stringent criteria 

for HLA matching10,11. However, disparity between patients body weight and CB cell 



 

content, particularly when associated with a two-antigen HLA mismatch, increases the 

risk of graft failure and delays hematopoietic reconstitution12,13.  

In recent years, Haploidentical hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (haplo-HSCT) 

has become a valuable and effective treatment option for patients with malignant 

hematological disorders who lack a suitable HLA matched donor or for whom a HSCT 

is urgently required 1-3. There are at least two advantages for using HLA – haploidentical 

family donors, as compared to unrelated donor. First, haploidentical transplantation 

offers an immediate source of hematopoietic stem cells for almost all patients. Second, 

donors can be identified promptly , within a clinically useful time frame. 

Until the early 1990s, haplo-HSCT was associated with a high incidence of graft 

rejection in T-cell–depleted transplants and severe graft-vs-host disease (GVHD) in 

unmanipulated transplants because of the high frequency of T cells that recognized 

major class I or II HLA disparities between donor and recipient 3-5. To overcome these 

problems, two approaches were developed: a megadose of T-cell–depleted 

hematopoietic progenitor cells without any post-transplant immunosuppression 4,6,8,9 and 

unmanipulated grafts with innovative pharmacological immunosuppression for GVHD 

prophylaxis 3,5,10-12.  

Unmanipulated Haplo-HSCT  

Crossing the histoincompatibility barrier in HSCT is today feasible without  ex vivo T- 

cell depletion. Two major approaches have been so far used: the GIAC-based strategy 

and the posttransplant CY-based  protocol. 

The “GIAC” Strategy. This modality is based on the following  four elements:  (G) 

donor treatment with recombinant granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (rhG-CSF); (I), 

intensified immunologic suppression; (A), (ATG; (C), combination of PBPCs and bone 

marrow cells. In the original study, Huang et al 8,5 reported the results in 171 patients 



 

who had received a myeloablative conditioning and intensive posttransplant 

immunosuppression that included ATG, cyclosporine, methotrexate, mycophenolate 

mofetil, and anti-CD25 antibody (basiliximab). All patients achieved sustained, full 

donor chimerism. The 2-year incidence of opportunistic infections was 40%. In their 

most recent update including 250 acute leukemia patients, a total of 120 occurrences of 

opportunistic infections were recorded in 106 patients during the duration of follow-up 

86,87. The median time for an opportunistic infection to develop was 280 days (range, 5-

1120) after transplantation. At 3 years after transplantation, the cumulative incidence of 

opportunistic infections was 49.1%. The cumulative incidence of grade III-IV aGVHD 

was 13.4%, the incidence of cGvHD and extensive cGVHD at 2 years was 54% and 

22.6%, respectively. Even though a higher disease-free survival was achieved –partly 

due to inclusion of standard and good risk patients - the concern remains that a higher 

incidence of GVHD is associated usually with a higher treatment-related mortality and 

higher cost of care for these patients. 

Consistent with their previous work, the Benjing group showed that high-dose ATG was 

associated with delayed recoveries of CD19+ B cells, CD3+ T cells, and CD4+ T cells 

during the first month after haploHSCT 8. Furthermore, they also showed that high-dose 

ATG delayed the recoveries of CD4+, CD4+CD45RA+, and CD4+CD45RO+ T cells 

for 2 months, delayed the recovery of CD4−CD8− T cells for 6 months, and delayed the 

recovery of CD8+CD28+ T cells for 12 months after transplantation. The persistent 

delay in CD4−CD8− T cell recovery was closely related to an increased risk of EBV 

infection post-haploHSCT. The study showed that the schedule based on 6 mg/kg ATG 

was associated with a faster recovery of T cell subsets and a lower incidence of EBV 

infection compared to the schedule of 10 mg/kg ATG. 



 

Using the Peking-based strategy, Di Bartolomeo et al 9 yielded promising results in 80 

acute leukemia patients (median age of 37 years, range, 5-71). A myeloablative 

conditioning (MAC) regimen was used in 64 (80%) patients and a reduced intensity 

conditioning (RIC) in the other 16 (20%). They achieved a 91% engraftment rate, with 

a median of 21 days (range, 12-38) for absolute neutrophil count and 28 days (range, 

14-185) for platelets. The cumulative incidences of grade 2-4 aGVHD and cGVHD was 

24% and 17%, respectively. Twenty-seven patients (34%), 13 in the standard-risk group 

and 14 in the high-risk group, respectively, died from transplantation related 

complications at a median time of 76 days (range, 6-369). TRM was 32% at 6 months 

and 36% at 1 and 3 years. The 3-year probability of OS for all patients was 45% (54% 

for standard-risk group and 33% for high-risk group (P=06).  

Arcese et al. 89 have recently updated the results of 97 patients who received a unique 

conditioning regimen, even though with different intensity according to age and 

comorbidity (TBF-MAC=68; TBF-RIC=29), before the infusion of an unmanipulated 

G-CSF-primed BM from a haploidentical  donor.  Regardless of the conditioning 

regimen, the GvHD prophylaxis was identical for all the patients and included five 

drugs: ATG, CSA, MTX, MMF and the anti-CD25 monoclonal antibody (basiliximab). 

Neutrophil and platelet engraftment rates were 94% and 84%, respectively. The 

cumulative incidence of grade II-IV acute and extensive chronic GvHD was 31% and 

12%, respectively. Overall, 31 patients (32%) died of transplant-related complications 

at a median of 76 days (range 9–527). The infections were the main cause of NRM 

accounting for 48% of all deaths. At 1 and 5 years, NRM was 31% and 34%, 

respectively. 

Post transplant Cyclophosphamide 



 

Alternatively, unmanipulated T replete grafts can be performed and high dose post-

transplant cyclophosphamide (PT-CY) is used to eliminate rapidly dividing donor T 

cells generated by the HLA mismatch graft, thus controlling GvHD.  

A series of preclinical studies have shown that cyclophosphamide administered a few 

days after transplantation of skin or spleen cell, prolongs graft survival and reduce the 

risk of Graft Versus Host Disease (GvHD) 20 -22. Luznik et al. have shown that in a 

murine haploidentical transplantation, conditioning with fludarabine and low-dose TBI, 

associated with post transplantation cyclophosphamide (g +3), is able to produce stable 

engraftment of donor cells with a low risk of GvHD23,24 . The rationale for these results 

is that alloreactive donor T lymphocytes (responsible for GvHD) are activated 

immediately after the infusion and then are particularly sensitive to cytotoxic activity of 

cyclophosphamide while sparing T cells that no react. These cells may provide the 

transplants recipient with immunity to infection in the short term and immune 

reconstitution in the long term24.  In addition, other potential mechanisms of 

cyclophosphamide are the deletion of clones reactive to the intra-thymic T, and the 

development of suppressor T lymphocytes25. The hematologic toxicity is not relevant 

because of the resistance of stem cells with cyclophosphamide, linked to the high 

intracellular concentration of aldehyde dehydrogenase26.  

The first demonstration of efficacy of this approach was published by the group of J. 

Hopkins in Baltimore who introduced the use of high-dose cyclophosphamide 

immediately after allogeneic Haplo-HSCT, preceded by an NMA conditioning, using 

unmanipulated bone marrow as stem cells source, for advanced patients27,with 

encouraging results. They demonstrated the feasibility and non-inferiority of post-

transplant cyclophosphamide in different cohorts of patients affected by haematological 

diseases28.  



 

Based on these results, a study from the same group was published using high dose of 

Cy as sole prophylaxis of GVHD after myeloablative HLA matched related or unrelated 

donor BMT. Transplanted patients were 117 and the most common diagnosis were acute 

myeloid leukaemia (58%) and 68/117 patients (58%) were not in remission at time of 

transplantation. Sustained engraftment of donor cells occurred in 114 patients (98%)29. 

The initial results of this study were recently updated30. The OS and EFS for all patients 

at 2 year after transplantation were 55 and 39% respectively. The cumulative incidence 

of relapse for patients transplanted in remission was 26% at 2 years. AML/MDS patients 

who were not in complete remission at the time of the transplantation had a worse EFS 

than patients in complete remission but the difference was not statistically significant  

(p=0,26), although the presence of circulating blasts in patients with active disease was 

associated  with significant poorer outcome compared to patients in complete remission 

(p= 0.01).  

One major remaining problem was the relapse of the underlying disease, especially for 

patients transplanted with chemorefractory and/or active hematological malignancies2. 

In the first series of advanced patients transplanted from haploidentical donor the 

cumulative incidence of relapse at 1 year was 51%3,4. Recent data data showed an 

actuarial LFS at 1 year is 29% for patients transplanted in advanced disease phase13.  

A retrospectical study was recently published by Genoa group assessing a similar 

outcome between HSCT from HLA-identical siblings (n=176), matched unrelated 

donors (n=43), mismatched unrelated donors (n=43), umbilical cord blood (n=105), and 

Haplo-HSCT (n=92) in terms of OS, EFS, and NRM. Our study showed  significant 

lower incidence of aGvHD and cGvHD for Haplo patients. 

T-cell depleted Haplo-HSCT  



 

In general, TCD techniques can be classified as in vitro if the stem cell manipulation is 

performed exclusively ex vivo, normally by column adsorption. In contrast, in vivo 

techniques are based on a partial or complete depletion of donor lymphocytes in the 

patient after transplanting the stem cell product using ATG or alemtuzumab.  

While in vivo T-cell depletion is largerly used nowadays to refine GvHD prophylaxis 

strategies, Haplo-HSCT started to become successful in the 1990s, when Aversa et al. 

exploited the principle of a megadose T cell depleted HaploHSCT in patients with acute 

leukemia and showed that an extensive ex vivo T-cell depletion followed by the infusion 

of a mega-dose of immune-selected CD34+ cells prevents both graft rejection and 

GvHD even in the absence of post-transplant immunosuppression 8,9. This approach, 

studied mainly by the Perugia group, led to  promising leukemia free survival (LFS) 

rates in adult with acute leukemias17,18,  refining through the last decade conditioning 

regimen and graft selection to allow a stable hematopoietic engraftment across major 

HLA barrier.  

This type of graft mainly relies on NK cells, since they are the first lymphocyte subset 

that reconstitutes the patients. A better outcome of the transplanted patients has been 

associated with donor NK alloreactivity, by means of KIR/KIR-L mismatch in graft 

versus host (GvH) direction. Indeed, donor-derived alloreactive NK cells could play a 

crucial role in the eradication of leukemia blast (GvL effect) and in the clearance of 

residual recipient DCs and T lymphocytes, thus preventing GvHD and graft rejection, 

respectively 10. Notably, the differential expression of activating ligands on 

hematopoietic and not hematopoietic tissues may provide an additional explanation for 

the observed GVL effect in the absence of GVHD 25-30. 

NK Cells 



 

Human NK cells are a subset of PB lymphocytes defined by the expression of CD56 or 

CD16 and the absence of the T-cell receptor (CD3)15. They recognize and kill 

transformed cell lines in an MHC-unrestricted fashion and play a critical role in the 

innate immune response. Several studies demonstrated that NK function, which is 

distinct from the MHC-restricted cytolytic activity of T cells, may be relevant for the 

immune control of tumor development and growth 2,16. Although NK cell killing is 

MHC-unrestricted, NK cells display a number of activating and inhibitory receptors that 

ligate HLA-class I molecules to modulate the immune response17.  

The discovery of HLA-class I specific inhibitory receptors and various activating 

receptors, as well as their ligands, provided the basis for understanding the molecular 

mechanism of NK cell activation and function.  

In peripheral blood two different NK cell subsets can be identified on the basis of surface 

density of CD56 expression, the majority being CD56dim while the minority (5-15%) 

is CD56bright. CD56dim NK cells are CD16+ KIR+/- CD94+ (associated with either 

NKG2A or NKG2C), and predominantly mediate cytotoxicity responses. Conversely, 

CD56bright NK cells are CD16- KIR- CD94/NKG2A+, and produce high levels of 

proinflammatory cytokines. Several evidences suggest that CD56bright NK cells are 

precursors of CD56dim, and CD57 expression marks terminally differentiated cells8 . 

The two subsets display a different pattern of chemokine receptors, CD56bright are 

characterized by CCR7, CCR5 while CD56dim by CX3CR1. Notably, human mature 

NK cells can change their surface antigen expression profile upon stimulation by target 

interaction and/or cytokines. 

NK cell receptors that recognize antigens at the HLA-A, -B, or -C loci are members of 

the immunoglobulin super family and have been known as killer immunoglobulin 

receptors or KIRs22. Engagement of these NK cell receptors results in stimulation or 



 

inhibition of NK cell effector function, which ultimately depends on the net effect of 

activating and inhibitory receptors. The KIR family of genes is characterized by a high 

degree of polymorphism and includes both inhibitory (iKIR, including KIR2DL, 

KIR3DL ) and activating receptors (aKIR, including KIR2DS, KIR3DS).  

On the basis of their gene content, two groups of KIR haplotypes (referred to as A and 

B) have been defined. The A haplotypes have an identical KIR gene content, mainly 

iKIRs that can vary by allelic polymorphism. The B haplotypes differ one from another 

in terms of gene content, being more variable, and including several aKIR genes. Two 

KIR haplotypes combine to form KIR genotypes, A/A or B/x (i.e. either A/B or B/B)21.  

In addition to KIR, other receptors recognizing HLA class I exist, as the inhibitory 

CD94/NKG2A and activating CD94/NKG2C recognizing HLA-E molecules. NK cells 

are also equipped with activating receptors, including NCR (NKp46, NKp30 and 

NKp44), NKG2D and DNAM-1, whose ligands are mainly stress-inducible molecules. 

This great array of activating and inhibitory receptors finely regulates NK cell function. 

The NK cell receptor repertoire is primarily determined by KIR genotype, which is 

extremely variable in terms of number and identity of KIR gene content, it is clonally 

distributed and selected in a way that each NK cell expresses at least one inhibitory 

receptor for self HLA (3).Thus, in an autologous setting, licensed NK cells can only lyse 

target cells that have lost or express low levels of HLA class I molecules. Moreover, 

licensed NK cells are potentially capable of killing allogeneic cells (i.e. alloreactive). 

While inhibitory interactions predominate when NK cells encounter normal autologous 

cells, tumor cells can be susceptible to lysis through a mechanism of “missing self 

recognition”, because they down-regulate HLA-class I molecules, and/or “induced self 

recognition”, because they up-regulate ligands for activating receptors. Pende et al 

documented that both events could be observed in leukemia blasts that could be killed 



 

by NK cells; in particular, CD155 and CD112 were over-expressed as compared to the 

normal counterpart and DNAM-1 was involved in the lysis 6.  

Alloreactive NK cells express only iKIRs that do not recognize any of the HLA class I 

molecules (KIR-L) expressed by allogenic target cells (KIR/KIR-L mismatch). 

Remarkably, clinical and experimental data from HSCT revealed that the presence of a 

KIR/KIR-L mismatch in the GvH direction correlates with a more favorable clinical 

outcome 25-27. The presence of alloreactive NK cells can be predicted by the analysis of 

the donor KIR gene profile and by the HLA class I typing of both donor and recipient. 

The actual presence and size of the alloreactive NK subset can be assessed by 

cytofluorimetric analysis using appropriate combinations of anti-KIR mAb. 28 Several 

studies have demonstrated that patients transplanted from donors characterized by a B/x 

genotype and a B content value ≥2, have a better clinical outcome (12), suggesting that 

an higher expression of KIR-activating subset could be associated with a more effective 

NK activation to exert GvL 

Recently, data from haplo-HSCT suggest that NK alloreactivity may significantly 

impact on tumor cell killing25-27. In fact, these studies show that AML patients 

transplanted with KIR/KIR-L mismatched are significantly protected against leukemia 

relapse. In addition, preclinical and clinical investigations demonstrated that alloreactive 

NK cells play the main role as anti-leukemia effector cells and they exert their cytotoxic 

activity within 4-5 days 26-27 . In particular, high risk AML patients transplanted from 

NK allloreactive donors had a relapse rate of 0% compared to KIR-ligand matched 

patients who had a relapse rate of 75% 27  

Unfortunately, in T-depleted haplo-HSCT, the first emergence of fully functional, KIR+ 

alloreactive NK cells from HSC may require at least 6-8 weeks and, thus, the benefit 

offered by their anti-leukemia effect is relatively delayed 11. Moreover, although primary 



 

engraftment and low GvHD rate were achieved, the extensive T-cell depletion caused a 

slow post-transplant immune recovery leading to many opportunistic infections and 

likely decreased GvL effect. 

Post-transplant immunological reconstitution and infections 

Whereas the use of reduced intensity conditioning (RIC), infusion of mega doses of 

CD34+ cells, and graft manipulations such as selective T cell depletion were helpful to 

achieve engraftment with lower rates of GvHD and toxicity, delayed immune 

reconstitution and infectious complications remain outstanding issues for haplo-HSCT 

and are important causes for morbidity and mortality 3,7,10,12,13. In the early post-

transplant period, neutropenia is the principal risk factor for infections while, once 

engrafted, the capacity to mount an adaptive immune response to pathogens is a key 

factor for protecting from severe and recurrent infectious complications 

Reconstitution of the T-cell pool after HSCT is achieved both through peripheral 

expansion of naïve and memory T-cells14, and de novo differentiation from 

hematopoietic stem cells in the thymus 15. T-cells originating from peripheral expansion 

would most likely have a more limited TCR repertoire. They could also, at least in 

theory, be more allo-reactive, not having gone through the process of negative selection 

in the recipient. In adults, due to the decay in thymus function, post-grafting immune 

recovery depends for months on expansion of the mature T cells infused with the graft. 

Naıve T cells are produced months after transplantation because conditioning induced 

tissue damage prevents T cell homing to peripheral lymphoid tissues, where T cell 

memory is generated and maintained 17.  Furthermore, the post-HSCT adaptive immune 

response is influenced by the strategy used to prevent GvHD 3,6,13. In unmanipulated 

haplo-HSCT, peripheral T-cell expansion is antagonized by the immune suppressive 

therapy for GVHD prophylaxis. In T cell depleted haplo-HSCT the T-cell repertoire is 



 

very narrow since the number of T lymphocytes in the graft has to be particularly low 

to prevent GvHD, and anti-thymocyte globulin (ATG) in the conditioning exerts an 

additional in vivo T-cell depletion 13,18. Even in the absence of pharmacologic agents, 

GVHD itself is known to have deleterious effects on immune function and can cause 

profound lymphoid hypoplasia, B cell defects and damage to thymic stroma, resulting 

in impaired T cell development 19. Thus, the immune recovery is slow and patients tend 

to remain susceptible to opportunistic infections for several months after HSCT. 

T cell depleted HaploHSCT. 

As the Achilles heel of T cell depleted haploHSCT was linked to the paucity of  T 

lymphocytes in the graft, over the past decade, various strategies of adoptive donor T-

cell immunotherapy have been investigated to improve  immune recovery  and reduce 

non-relapse mortality (NRM) from infectious complications.  

Infusion of Pathogen-Specific T Cells. Some groups have focused on adoptive transfer 

of pathogen-specific T lymphocytes against CMV, aspergillus, adenovirus and EBV. In 

the original study by Perruccio et al, 61 large numbers of donor pathogen-specific T-cell 

clones were generated, then screened individually for alloreactivity against recipient 

cells, deleted of those cross-reacting against recipient alloantigens, and infused soon 

after haplo-HSC. Infusion of Aspergillus-specific type-1 CD4+ clones controlled 

Aspergillus antigenemia and helped to clear invasive aspergillosis in 9 of 10 patients. 

Similarly, infusion of CMV-specific CD4+ clones largely prevented CMV reactivation 

and reduced CMV mortality. Since clearance of virally infected cells is mediated by 

specific CD8+ cytotoxic cells, the infused CD4+ cells might have conditioned APCs to 

stimulate the CMV-specific CD8+ T cells transferred with the graft, thus promoting their 

clonal expansion. In fact, unlike non-infused control patients, CMV-specific CD8+ cells 

were detected shortly after infusing CMV-specific CD4+ clones. Among patients 



 

receiving T-cell therapy, total CD4+ and CD8+ T-cell counts were significantly higher. 

The successful transfer of immunity to Aspergillus and CMV did not trigger neither 

acute nor chronic GvHD 61.   

An alternative to pathogen-specific therapy is adoptive T-cell immunotherapy, which 

provides large numbers of wide repertoire cells, mirroring the physiologic immune 

system. The key challenge is to infuse sufficient T cells without causing GVHD. 

Strategies include broad repertoire T cells depleted of alloreactive T lymphocytes or 

engineered with a suicide gene.  

Ex Vivo Photodepletion of Alloreactive Donor T Cells. Photodynamic purging appears 

to be an effective strategy for selectively depleting donor alloantigen-specific T cells, 

thus preventing GvHD and preserving the T cell anti-leukemia function. In a mixed 

lymphocyte reaction, alloantigen-stimulated T cells uptake 4,5-dibromorhodamine 

methyl ester (TH9402), a compound that is structurally similar to rhodamine 62. The 

study by Perruccio et al, 63 investigated a range of parameters, and combinations thereof, 

with the aim of achieving optimal T cell allodepletion and preservation of pathogen-

specific responses. The remarkable drop in frequency of alloreactive T cells is expected 

to allow safe infusion of relatively large numbers of T cells across histocompatibility 

barriers for adoptive transfer of donor immunity. Patients up to age 62 years with high-

risk hematologic malignancies were enrolled in a phase-1 dose escalating study [64].  

All patients engrafted rapidly and no severe acute GVHD occurred in the absence of 

immune suppressors. Higher doses were associated with lower TRM and improved 

survival. This effect was mainly attributed to a decrease in infectious complications and 

low relapse rates. These findings led to the initiation of a multicenter international phase 

II clinical trial and, at interim analysis, patients receiving 2x106/kg photodepleted CD3+ 



 

T cells did not have severe GVHD and demonstrate a high overall survival (69% at 12 

months after HSCT) [10]. 

Infusion of T Cells Engineered to Express Suicide Genes. Polyclonal T cells were 

engineered to express suicide genes, eg, the herpes simplex thymidine kinase (HSV-TK) 

gene, to guarantee engineered cell lysis if they triggered GvHD 65-68. Ciceri et al reported 

the results in a cohort of 50 high-risk leukemia patients enrolled in a phase I–II, 

multicentre, non-randomised trial 67. Overall, there were 196 infectious events (median 

four events per patient, range 0-14), 161 of which occurred with 130 days. In immune 

reconstituted patients, progressive normalization of antiviral responses was associated 

with a decline in the number of infectious events, while patients who failed immune 

reconstruction continued to have frequent infectious complications. After 130 days, 

median peaks in blood titres of CMV antigen were 0 nuclei per 10⁵ peripheral blood 

mononuclear cells (PBMC) (range 0–20) in immune reconstituted patients and 21 nuclei 

per 10⁵ PBMC (range 14–58) in patients without immune reconstitution (p<0·0155); 

and median length of antiviral treatment was 0 days (range 0–44) in immune 

reconstituted patients and 47 days (range 33–105) in patients without immune 

reconstitution (p<0·0052). The conditional benefit of immune reconstitution obtained 

by TK-cell infusion was assessed by the cumulative incidence of non-relapse mortality 

for patients alive 100 days after transplant; non relapse mortality was 14% (infectious 

mortality 9%) in TK-treated immune-reconstituted patients and 60% in non-immune-

reconstituted patients. A randomized phase III trial to address the role of HSV-TK donor 

lymphocyte addbacks for recipients of haplo-HSCT is ongoing at present.  

Other researchers devised an inducible T-cell safety switch based on the fusion of human 

caspase 9 to a modified human FK-binding protein, allowing conditional dimerization 

and cell suicide following administration of the small molecule dimerizing drug AP1903 



 

69. Since preliminary interesting results, the Rome group has recently launched a phase 

I/II study enrolling children with either malignant or nonmalignant disorders who will 

receive TCR-αβ/B cell depleted HaploSCT, followed by the infusion of titrated numbers 

of iC9 T cells on day 14±4. These iC9-modified T cells can contribute to T cell immune 

reconstitution after T cell depleted HaploSCT and are eliminated by the administration 

of AP1903, if aGVHD occurs 70.  

Regulatory T Cells. More recently, a pioneer experience of the Perugia group  has clearly 

demonstrated that naturally occurring Tregs harvested from healthy donors efficiently 

control the alloreactivity of large numbers of otherwise lethal, conventional T cells [71-

73]. Using this strategy, there was a rapid, sustained increase in peripheral blood T-cell 

subpopulations. A wide T-cell repertoire developed rapidly. Naïve and memory T-cell 

subsets increased significantly over the first year after transplantation, demonstrating 

sustained immune recovery over time. B-cell reconstitution was rapid and sustained and 

immunoglobulin serum levels normalized within 3 months. Compared with standard 

haplo-HSCT, specific CD4+ and CD8+ for opportunistic pathogens such as Aspergillus 

fumigatus, Candida albicans, CMV, ADV, HSV, and toxoplasma emerged significantly 

earlier, fewer episodes of CMV reactivation occurred, and no patient developed CMV 

disease. Nevertheless, 8 of the 13 non-relapse deaths were due to infections: adenoviral 

infection (n=2), bacterial sepsis (n=1), toxoplasmosis (n=1), fungal pneumonia (n=3) or 

central nervous system aspergillosis (n=1). 

Selective T cell depletion. Other attempts to improve post-transplant immune recovery 

focused on improving graft content by shifting from CD34-positive selection to negative 

selection of PBPCs so as to include other immune cells 10,74. Selective T-cell removal 

means depletion of a given subset from the whole T-cell population. The aim is to reduce 

the incidence of GvHD while preserving other beneficial cell functions carried out by 



 

the residual T-cell subsets. In an innovative approach, Handgretinger’s group in 

Tubingen depleted the leukapheresis product of only TCR αβ+ T cells, thus retaining 

large numbers of effector cells such as TCRγδ+ T cells and NK cells75,76. TcRγδ+ T cells 

combine conventional adaptive features with direct, rapid responses against sterile 

stresses and many pathogens. They participated in the anti-CMV response in the early 

period of post-transplant immune recovery. They are not expected to initiate GVHD, 

because they do not recognize specific processed peptide antigens as presented on major 

histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecules. First clinical results of these new T-

depletion strategies are encouraging and interestingly none of the studies reported a 

significantly increased incidence of infections, even using MAC regimens75-78. This 

could be partially explained by the high number of γδ T cells in donor’s graft. Indeed, 

γδ T cells are considered as a bridge between adaptive and innate immunity. γδ T cells 

receptors detect unconventional antigens such as phosphorylated microbial metabolites 

and lipids, non-classical MHC-I  molecules and unprocessed proteins79. They are 

concentrated within epithelial and mucosal surfaces to maintain epidermal integrity of 

the skin and intestinal epithelium80. It has been hypothesized that tissue-specific antigens 

are recognized by γδ T-cells resulting in immune responses protecting potential sites of 

pathogen entry into the body8. 

In two cohorts of children transplanted either in Tubingen 75,76 or in Roma 77,78, no post-

transplant GVHD prophylaxis was given. Engraftment was very rapid in all patients. 

Few had acute grade I-II GVHD, and none developed chronic GVHD. Immune 

reconstitution was fast. Our group 77 prospectively assessed functional and phenotypic 

characteristics of γδ T lymphocytes up to 7 months after haplo-HSCT depleted of αβ+ 

T cells and CD19+ B cells in 27 children with either malignant (n=15) or nonmalignant 

disorders. Notably, in patients that experienced CMV reactivation they observed a 



 

significant expansion of Vδ1 T-cell subset; these subsets display a cytotoxic phenotype 

and degranulate when challenged with primary acute myeloid and lymphoid leukemia 

blasts. These results have been recently confirmed in 23 children with non-malignant 

disorders82.  The cumulative incidence of grade 1 to 2 acute GVHD was 13.1%. None 

of the 21 patients at risk developed chronic GVHD.  The 2-year DFS was 91%. Two 

died of infectious complications (one CMV-related pneumonia and one disseminated 

adenovirus infection) 120 and 116 days after HSCT, respectively. Overall, 9 children 

experienced viral infections and/or reactivations, the cumulative incidence of CMV and 

adenovirus infection being 38%. Nevertheless, the cumulative incidence of TRM was 

9%.  

Perko et al 83 recently investigated immunological reconstitution of 102 pediatric 

patients with acute leukemia who underwent HSCT in first complete remission, focusing 

on potential role of  γδ T-cells. They found that γδ T cell recovering during the first year 

after HSCT correlated with a reduced incidence of infection. Indeed, patients with an 

elevated number of γδ T cell experienced only viral infection, while low/normal γδ T 

cell group had viral, bacterial and fungal infections; cumulative incidence of bacterial 

infection was 0% vs 26.4%, respectively. Enhanced γδ T cell recovery resulted in higher 

EFS rate at 1 year. Possible reason to explain these results could include faster 

reconstitution of intestinal mucosa integrity, or prompt anti-infective function of  γδ T 

cell, and possibly a better balance within gut microbiota. 

All these recent experiences confirm that current T cell-depleted HSCT strategies (either 

Treg/Tcon immuno-therapy or αβ T cell depletion) offer the unique opportunity to 

harness both natural and adaptive immunity to control leukemia relapse and infections 

in the absence of GvHD. 

 
 



 

 

Patients and Methods 
 

This is a single arm, prospective study conducted by Department of Pediatric 

Oncohematology and Bone Marrow Transplant, IRCCS Bambino Gesù Pediatric 

Hospital, Rome. 

We analysed 111 patients who underwent allogeneic T-alpha/beta/CD19 depleted HSCT 

from an HLA-Haploidentical donor between September, 2011 and May 2018 (median 

follow up 47 months, range 2-50) were enrolled in this study. Informed written consent 

was provided according to the Declaration of Helsinki. 

Original diagnosis were Acute myeloid Leukemia (AML, N 29) or Acute Lymphoblastic 

Leukemia (ALL, N 82). Twelve patients with ALL and 13 patients with AML had 

recurrent molecular/cytogenetic mutation. Of ALL patients, 19 patients were in fist 

complete remission (CR1) at time of transplantation (17%), 51 (46%) patients were in 

second complete remission (CR2) and 12 patients were in third or later complete 

remission at HSCT (11%); 4 patients had undergone prior HSCT. Besides, 20 AML 

patients were in CR1 (18%) and 9 patients underwent HSCT in CR2; one patient had 

undergone previous HSCT. 

All patients received fully myleoablative conditioning regimen, TBI-based or busulfan-

based. All conditioning regimen are detailed below 



 

Treatment Plan (1) 

Day -7,-6,-5 Total body irradiation (TBI) 12 Gy  (total dose 200 cGy x 2 x 3  days). 

Day -4,-3 Thiotepa 5 mg/kg x 2 days 

Day -2, Melfalan 140 mg/m^2 

Day -4,-3,-2 Rabbit ATG Neovii 4 mg/kg x 3 days 

Day -1 Rituximab 200 mg/m^2  

Day 0  T-alpha/beta/CD19 depleted graft 

 

Treatment Plan (2) 

Day -10,-9,-8 Total body irradiation (TBI) 12 Gy  (total dose 200 cGy x 2 x 3  days). 

Day -7 Thiotepa 5 mg/kg x 2/day (total 10 mg/kg) 

Day -6,-5,-4,-3, Fludarabine 40 mg/m^2/day x4 days 

Day -4,-3,-2 Rabbit ATG Neovii 4 mg/kg x 3 days 

Day -1 Rituximab 200 mg/m^2  

Day 0  T-alpha/beta/CD19 depleted graft 

 

Treatment Plan (3) 

Day -7,-6,-5,-4 Busulfan 0,8-1,2 mg/kg x 4 /day x 4 days 
Fludarabine 30 mg/m^2 x 4 days 

Day -3 Fludarabine 30 mg/m^2  

Day -2, Thiotepa 5 mg/kg x 2 /day 

Day -4,-3,-2 Rabbit ATG Neovii 4 mg/kg x 3 days 

Day -1 Rituximab 200 mg/m^2  

Day 0  T-alpha/beta/CD19 depleted graft 

 

Treatment Plan (4) 

Day -8,-7,-6,-
5 

Busulfan 0,8-1,2 mg/kg x 4 /day x 4 days 

Day -4, -3 Cyclophosphamide 60 mg/kg x 2 days  

Day -2, Melfalan 140 mg/m^2 

Day -4,-3,-2 Rabbit ATG Neovii 4 mg/kg x 3 days 

Day -1 Rituximab 200 mg/m^2  

Day 0  T-alpha/beta/CD19 depleted graft 

 

Anti-T lymphocyte globulin was administered at a dose of 12 mg/Kg from day -5 to -3 

for preventing graft rejection and graft-versus-host disease (GvHD). Moreover, to 

reduce the risk of EBV-related post-transplant lymphoproliferative disorder (PTLD), on 

day -1, patients received rituximab (200 mg/m2) for in vivo depletion of both donor and 

recipient B cells. 

 



 

Stem Cell Source 

Peripheral blood stem cells were collected from donor at day -1, then incubated 

overnight and manipulated on day 0.  

Donor mobilization and graft manipulation procedures have been following common 

standard practice guidelines as already published . Briefly, donors received granulocyte-

colony stimulating factor for 4 days at 12 mg/kg body weight in 2 divided doses to 

induce peripheral mobilization of CD34+ hematopoietic progenitors. Apheresis was 

performed on day 5 after start of mobilization. When on day 4 the CD341 cell count was 

lower than 40/mL and/or the predicted apheresis yields was <12.0 x 106 CD34+ HSC/kg 

recipient’s body weight, according to a previously reported formula, Plerixafor 

(Mozobil) was given at 0.24 mg/kg with the aim of boosting mobilization of 

hematopoietic stem/progenitor cells. Plerixafor was usually given at midnight, 9 hours 

prior to collection on day 5. Large-volume apheresis was performed with the Spectra 

Optia Cell Separator (Terumo BCT, Leuven, Belgium). Manipulations were performed 

in a closed system. Clinical grade reagents, disposable kits, and instrumentation were 

from Miltenyi Biotec (Bergisch Gladbach, Germany). Procedures were performed with 

the fully automated CliniMACS device in a laminar-flow hood, located in a clean room 

certified for sterile manipulations 

Supportive Care 

Antimicrobial prophylaxis was started during the conditioning regimen and consisted of 

acyclovir 10 mg/kg 3 times a day, piperacillin/tazobactam 100 mg/kg 3 times a day, 

cotrimoxazole 5 mg/kg twice daily until day -2, and lyposomal amphotericin B 3 mg/kg 

twice a week until day +60 

 

 



 

Clinical Follow up 

Patients were clinically monitored after HSCT to check early and late clinical 

complications or viral reactivations until time of last follow up or death due to relapse 

or other causes. Biweekly cytomegalovirus (CMV)  and adenovirus (ADV) monitoring 

by PCR was started on day -7, until day þ100 and weekly until day þ180.Weekly 

Epstein-Barr virus (EBV) and HHV6 monitoring by PCR was started on day þ15, as 

described by Coppoletta et al. Sore swab for respiratory viruses RT-PCR and blood 

adenovirus and HHV-6 RT-PCR detection were run according to clinical symptoms or 

suspect. 

 

Donor selection 

The donor was mainly chosen according to immunological criteria, giving priority to 

NK-cell alloreactivity, evaluated according to the killer immunoglobulin-like receptor 

(KIR)/KIR-Ligand mismatch in graft-versus-host direction model, KIR B haplotype, 

higher B-content score and size of NK alloreactive subset.  

HLA typing 

Complete high-resolution, allele-level HLA-A, HLA-B, HLA-C, HLA-DRB1, HLA-

DRB5, HLA-DQA1, HLA-DQB1, and HLA-DPB1 typing data were obtained from 

Histocompatibility Laboratory of IRCCS Bambino Gesù Pediatric Hospital, Rome 

Analysis of KIR-L in donor/recipient pairs 

Donor and patient high resolution HLA class I alleles were analyzed for KIR-ligand 

presence using the web site http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/kir/ligand.html, obtaining also the 

information if there was any mismatching in the GvH direction, essential to define the 

donor as potentially NK alloreactive versus the patient. We implemented the information 

obtained from this web site with the knowledge from the literature concerning KIR 

http://www.ebi.ac.uk/ipd/kir/ligand.html


 

recognition. Regarding C1 epitope, in addition to HLA-C alleles carrying Asn80, we 

included also B*46:01 and B*73:01, demonstrated to be recognized by KIR2DL2/L3 

(Moesta, JI 2008?). Regarding Bw4 epitope, we included Bw4+ HLA-A alleles (e.g. 

A*23, A*24, A*32), while we excluded HLA-B*13:01 and –B*13:02 from Bw4+ HLA-

B, taking into consideration the documented recognition by KIR3DL1 (Foley, Blood 

2008).  

Analysis of donors KIR genotype 

DNA of the tested samples were extracted using QIAamp DNA Blood Mini kit 

(QIAGEN, GmbH, Germany). The KIR genes profiles were performed using Olerup 

SSP-PCR KIR genotyping kit (GenoVision, Saltsjoebaden, Sweden) following the 

manufacture’s instruction. This protocol has been already successfully used and allows 

detection of the presence/absence of all KIR genes (Falco JI 2010). The results obtained 

were utilized to assess the type of KIR genotype (A/A or B/x), and the B content value 

(through the analysis of the centromeric and telomeric regions), as previously described 

(Cooley Blood 2010).  

Phenotypic analysis of donor NK cells  

Peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were obtained after ficoll gradient 

separation of heparinized blood samples. Phenotype of donor NK cells, gating CD3-

CD56+ cells in PBMC, was evaluated in multi-color immunofluorescence analysis using 

appropriate combinations of the various anti-KIR, anti-NKG2A and anti-NKG2C mAbs, 

as already described (Pende Blood 2009). This allowed to discriminate aKIR versus 

iKIR expressing cells; in particular, the combination of EB6 (anti-KIR2DL1/S1) with 

143211 (anti-KIR2DL1) allowed to detect KIR2DS1+ (EB6+143211-) cells. Staining 

with DX9 (anti-KIR3DL1) was highly informative especially in donors carrying 

KIR3DL1*004 allele, known to be retained in the cytoplasm, to understand if another 



 

surface expressed allele was also expressed. Staining the iKIR specific for the KIR-L 

mismatch and the aKIR, conjugated with one fluorochrome (e.g. PE), while  the other 

iKIRs (i.e. specific for patients KIR-L)  together with NKG2A, conjugated with another 

fluorochrome (e.g. FITC), allowed to detect the size of the alloreactive subset (e.g. % of 

PE+/FITC- cells).  

Definitions 

NK alloreactivity 

Donors were defined as NK alloreactive if expressed a KIR-L which was missing in the 

recipient, and their KIR gene profile included the iKIR specific for the mismatched KIR-

L, thus demonstrating a KIR/KIR-L mismatch in GvH direction. This genetically 

defined NK alloreactivity was implemented by the cytofluorimetric analysis of NK cells, 

documenting the surface expression of the iKIR of interest and the size of the 

alloreactive subset (i.e. cells expressing only this iKIR as HLA-specific inhibitory 

receptor) 

B-content  

Donors were divided in two groups according to the number of KIR B gene motifs: 

donors with a total number of KIR-associated domains of 2 or greater versus donors with 

a total B-content score of 0-1. According to Cooley et al. KIR-B content >=2 seems to 

be associated to better outcome in AL patients. 

Primary graft failure  

Primary graft failure was defined as <5% donor chimerism at day + 30 

Engraftment 

Time to neutrophil engraftment was defined as time from haplo-HSCT to the first of 3 

consecutive days with an absolute neutrophil count >0.5 x 109/L, whereas time to 



 

platelet engraftment was defined as time from transplantation to the first of 7 

consecutive days with an unsupported platelet count >20 x 109/L. 

Blood stream infection (BSI) 

Pre-engraftment BSI was defined as the isolation of a bacterial or fungal pathogen from 

at least 1 blood culture, or 2 consecutive blood cultures for coagulase negative 

staphylococci (CoNS), corynebacteria, and other common skin contaminants 

CMV reactivation 

CMV reactivation was defined as RT-PCR CMVDNA >1000 copies/mmc with RT-PCR 

method. Other Viral infection 

We considered symptomatic upper or lower respiratory tract infections which had at 

least one sore swab positive for RT-PCR detection of respiratory viruses, as well as 

adenovirus (ADV)-DNA, HHV6-DNA and EBV-DNA RT-PCR blood detection (if > 

1000copies/mmc).   

Acute and chronic GVHD 

Incidence, organ involvement and maximum grade of acute GvHD by day +100 post-

transplant graded according to the Glucksberg scale (Appendix N. 2). Incidence, organ 

involvement and severity of chronic GvHD by 1year post-transplant graded according 

to Shulman scale (Appendix N.  3). 

First-line therapy of GvHD was methylprednisolone up to 2 mg/kg/day; second-line 

therapy included extracorporeal photopheresis, monoclonal antibodies, MMF, as per 

institutional protocols. 

Non relapse mortality  

Non relapse mortality (NRM) was defined as death due to any other cause than 

progression of malignancy after allogeneic stem cell transplantation. 

Overall survival  



 

Overall Survival (OS) was defined as the time between transplantation and date of death 

due to any cause or the last date the patient was known to be alive (censored 

observation). 

Leukemia free survival   

Disease free survival (DFS) was defined as  the time between transplantation and date 

of relapse or date of death due to NRM.  

 

Statistical analysis 

Quantitative variables were reported as median value and range, whereas categorical 

variables were expressed as absolute value and percentage. Dicothomious variables were 

compared using Chi-square Test or, whereas necessary, Fisher’s exact test, whereas the 

Mann-Whitney rank sum test or the Student t test was used for continuous variables, as 

appropriate. Rejection, engraftment, acute and chronic GVHD, OS, LFS, NRM, and 

relapse incidence were estimated from the date of transplantation to the date of an event 

or last follow-up. Probabilities of OS, LFS, and EFS were calculated according to the 

Kaplan and Meier method.24 Engraftment, acute GVHD and chronic GVHD,NRM, and 

relapse were calculated as cumulative incidence curves in order to adjust the estimates 

for competing risks.25 All results were expressed as probability or cumulative incidence 

(%) and 95% confidence interval (95% CI). The significance of differences between 

survival probabilities was estimated by the log-rank test (Mantel-Cox), whereas Gray’s 

test was used to assess, in univariable analyses, differences between cumulative 

incidences. Multivariable analysis was performed using the Cox proportional hazard 

regression model. 

 



 

Results 

Engraftment and early complications 

Patients were infused with allogeneic PBSC at day 0, with a median value of CD34+ of 

14.4 x 106/kg (range 6-40.4); median T alpha/beta were 0.04 x 106/kg, T gamma/delta 

7.5 x 106/kg (range 0.002-0.099), NK cells 32.2 x 106/kg (range 2-146.1), respectively. 

Primary sustained engraftment was achieved in 109 out of 111 evaluable patients. 

Two patients did not engraft; 1 patient was successfully rescued through haplo-HSCT 

from the other parent, whereas the other died of disseminated adenovirus infection, 

despite receiving a second allograft from the same donor with engraftment and 

hematopoietic recovery. This patient was 1 of the 2 with donor-specific alloantibodies. 

Median time to PMN and PLT engraftment was respectively 13 days (9-22) and 11 days 

(8-20).  

 

Overall outcomes 

86 out of 111 patients were alive at time of last follow up (range 2- 92 months). Median 

age at diagnosis was 6.7 years old (range 0.4-22), while median age at transplant was 10 

years (range 0.9-22.2). Median donor age was 41 years old (range 21-56). 

Overall survival was 72,2%, with a median follow up of 47 months (range 2-92); 

Leukemia free survival was 70.2 % at 5 years. (Fig.1) Moreover, 23 patients relapsed 

with a median interval from transplant to hematological relapse of 186 days (range 60-

1012), being cumulative incidence of relapse 24% (95% CI, 16-33).  

Overall incidence of 5 years-NRM was 6% (6/111). One patient died of multi-organ 

failure, while 5 out of 6 patients died of infection (1 ARDS due to systemic infection 

caused by P.Aeruginosa, 2 idiopathic pneumonia, 1 pulmonary hemorrhage, 1 viral 

pneumonia due to adenovirus). (Fig.2) 



 

aGvHD and cGvHD 

Overall incidence of acute GvHD (aGvHD ) grade I-II was 25%; remarkably, no patient 

experienced grade III-IV aGvHD and skin was the only organ involved in all but one 

child who had gut involvement. Nine patients and 19 patients experienced Grade I and 

II aGvHD, respectively.  

Overall incidence of chronic GvHD (cGvHD) was 5%, with  4 patients experiencing 

limited severity cGvHD; no patient developed moderate/severe cGvHD. (fig. 3-4) 

Disease related variables 

Patients characteristics are shown in Table 1. 

The 5-year probability of LFS in children with ALL and AML was 69% (95% CI, 57-

79) and 73% (95% CI, 52-86), respectively (Figure 5). Use of total body irradiation 

(TBI) during the preparative regimen was associated with better patient’s outcome 

(Figure 6), since it protected against the risk of leukemia recurrence [18% (95% CI, 10-

28) vs. 45% (95% CI, 22-66) in patients who did or did not receive TBI, respectively, 

p<0.01]. The correlation between use of TBI and better outcome remained significant in 

multivariable analysis, with a hazard ratio of 0.35 (95% CI, 0.16- 0.78, p=0.01) for LFS. 

Infectious complications 

Forty-one out of 111 patients experienced CMV reactivation, with a median time 

interval from Haplo-HSCT of 23 days (range 4-158), with a cumulative incidence of 

30.4% (95% CI 15.7-42.5). None of the patient developed CMV disease; nor CMV 

serostatus nor CMV reactivation did affect OS and DFS. CMV serostatus in 

donor/recipient pairs was CMV +/+ in 81 cases, CMV +/- in 7, CMV -/+ in 14, CMV -

/- in 7 cases, respectively.  

Adenoviremia was observed in 16 out of 111 patients, with a cumulative incidence of 

19.5% (95% CI 7.2-30.2); median time to adenovirus reactivation was 34 days (range 1-



 

121) and one patient experienced disseminated uncontrolled ADV-disease which 

eventually caused his death. 

HHV6 reactivation was seen in 16 out of 111 patients, and 2 patients experienced EBV 

reactivation. Moreover, 66 patients developed at least one viral infection, 8 patients 

experienced upper respiratory tract viral infections other than CMV and ADV, with 9 

patients experiencing both CMV and other viral infection.  

Two patients experienced invasive pulmonary aspergillosis, one of whom was a fatal 

complication. 

Five patients developed BSI, all caused by Gram negative bacteria; 3 of them were pre-

engraftment BSI. One patient died of ARDS caused by P.Aeruginosa ESBL-producer 

after post-engraftment BSI. 

NK alloreactivity and KIR genotype 

Donor’s characteristics according to NK alloreactivity, KIR-genotype and KIR 2DS1 

are reported in Table 2. Of 111 patients who were studied for NK alloreactivity, 31 

patients were alloreactive versus 60 non-NK alloreactive patients. LFS and OS did not 

significantly changed between the two groups. Relapse rates were also similar and 

incidence of aGvHD and cGvHD did not differ between the 2 groups. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Discussion 

T- and B-cell depleted Haplo-HSCT has been considered for decades a risky treatment 

option, since the use of extensive T-cell depletion was associated with extremely delayed 

immune reconstitution and a high risk of developing opportunistic infections even years 

after HSCT. The intriguing success rate of this platform relied on NK cell alloreactivity, 

which supplied T-cell function in the early post-engraftment period. Unfortunately, NK 

cell activation, even if effective in controlling leukemia relapse, was not sufficiently 

helpful in post-HSCT acquisition of immune adaptive response, leading to harmless 

weapons against viral reactivation or fungal infections. In the last decade, several 

tecniques have been refined in order to add T-lymphocytes to the graft to enhance 

adaptive immunity, leading to the selective depletion of alfa/beta T-cells, sparing 

gamma/delta T-cells who are not responsible for GvHD and can contribute to early 

adaptive immune response. 

Gamma/delta T-cells combine conventional adaptive features with rapid, innate-like 

responses that place them in the initiation phase of immune reactions. In addition, 

gamma/delta T-cells recognize tumor cells without recourse to the classical major 

histocompatibility complex (MHC) presentation, with rare exceptions. Among 

circulating gamma/delta T cells, there is a major subset bearing Vd2 chain, always 

associated with Vg9 (ie,Vg9Vd2), and a minor subset bearing Vd1chain. Vg9Vd2 cells 

recognize nonpeptide phosphoantigens and kill a wide variety of tumor cells including 

acute myeloid leukemia (AML) blasts, lymphoma cells, and putative cancer stem cells. 

Aminobisphosphonates, such as zoledronic acid (ZOL), activate and expand Vg9Vd2 T 

cells in vitro and sensitize tumor target cells to Vd2-mediated lysis, their use thus 

representing an attracting approach for immunotherapeutic strategies against cancer. 

Vd1 cells reside within epithelial tissues, especially at sites of cytomegalovirus (CMV) 



 

replication, and exert potent cytotoxic effects against acute lymphoblastic leukemia 

(ALL) or AML cells, chronic lymphocytic leukemia cells, and primary multiple 

myeloma cells. Overall, gamma/delta T lymphocytes are important effector cells, 

especially in situations where the function of adaptive immunity is impaired.  

Based on these findings, we studied long-term outcome results of AL patients after 

alpha-beta/CD19 depleted haplo-HSCT. We observed a high rate of engraftment (98%) 

with a low incidence of both acute and chronic GVHD, which contributed to the reduced 

risk of NRM. Remarkably, none of patients had either grade 3-4 or gut/liver acute 

GVHD and all cases of chronic GVHD were of limited severity. One could argue that 

low incidence of GvHD, due to the absence of alpha/beta T-cells in the graft, could lead 

to higher rate of NRM compared to conventional grafts, but this was not observed. In 

fact, although T cells displaying the ab TCR are responsible for GVHD, T cells carrying 

the gamma/delta receptor chains have no alloreactive capacity, but contribute an 

important anti-infectious activity. It is conceivable that the high number of gamma/delta 

T cells adoptively transferred with the graft in our patients may have contributed to 

prevent disease recurrence and severe infections. Also donor-derived, mature NK cells, 

lost in the procedure of positive selection of CD34+ cells and spared in our ab T-cell–

depleted graft, exhibit a graft-versus-leukemia (GVL) effect and participate in the 

control of opportunistic infections, including HCMV. In previous studies, we 

documented that in haplo-HSCT recipients given positively selected CD34+ cells, 8 

weeks after transplantation are needed to detect mature KIR+ NK cells, and this gap in 

reconstitution may favor early leukemia relapse in the case of high residual tumor burden 

and/or rapidly proliferating blasts. Through the approach of selective alpha/beta T- and 

B-cell depletion, the recipient immediately benefits from high numbers of donor mature 

NK cells that can fully display their activity, because the recipient is not exposed to the 



 

effect of pharmacological prophylaxis of GVHD, which can impair 

differentiation/expansion of this lymphocyte subset. Altogether, the infusion of cells 

belonging to innate immunity, together with that of high numbers of committed 

hematopoietic progenitors and monocyte/ dendritic cells (in particular, in patients whose 

donor was mobilized with granulocyte-colony stimulating factor and plerixafor) may 

have contributed to the low risk of NRM, which we found to be comparable to that 

observed after transplantation from an HLA-compatible donor, either a sibling, or a UD. 

We did not document any favorable influence of NK alloreactivity and of donor KIR B 

haplotype reported in other studies mainly based on infusion of CD34+ cells, likely 

because the NK-mediated GVL effect was partially obscured by other cells present in 

the graft, including gamma/delta T cells. 

Recently, nonprospective studies enrolling smaller cohorts of patients with shorter 

follow-up, analyzing the outcome of children given alpha/beta T- and B-cell–depleted 

haplo-HSCT, have been published. Maschan et al analyzed the outcome of children with 

high-risk AML, who received transplantation from UD (n=20) and haploidentical donors 

(n=13) after this graft manipulation. Twenty-eight patients were given 

posttransplantation pharmacological immune suppression, including tacrolimus until 

day 130 and methotrexate in 21 patients, tacrolimus in 5, methotrexate in 2, whereas 5 

patients did not receive prophylaxis. Notably, recipients of haploidentical grafts more 

commonly developed isolated skin GVHD, whereas gastrointestinal involvement was 

more common in UD HSCT. Cumulative incidence of relapse at 2 years in the 13 haplo-

HSCT recipients was 40% (95% CI: 20-80), whereas the LFS probability was 59% (95% 

CI: 31-87). Lang et al recently published the retrospective analysis of immune recovery 

in a cohort of 41 pediatric patients, with AL, myelodysplastic syndrome, and 

nonmalignant diseases (n=55), who received alpha/beta T and B-cell–depleted allografts 



 

from a haploidentical relative after reduced-toxicity regimens. Grade 3-4 acute GVHD 

occurred in 15% of patients; with a median follow-up of 1.6 years, 21 of the 41 patients 

were alive and relapse was the major cause of death (n=17). Also in this cohort of 

patients, disease recurrence was the main cause of treatment failure, with a 24% CI of 

relapse. The lower incidence of relapse in our patients can be attributed, at least partly, 

to the use of fully myeloablative conditioning regimens and to the lack of 

posttransplantation GVHD prophylaxis, potentially able to impair the innate immunity-

mediated GVL effect. Support to the former interpretation is given by the observation 

that a better outcome was observed when we used conditioning regimens including TBI, 

which, although more toxic in the long term for children, displays potent antileukemia 

activity potentially compensating for the lack of ab T-cell–mediated GVL effect. In 

addition, we hypothesize that the accurate identification and determination of 

alloreactive NK cells, as well as a refined analysis of the main activating NK receptors, 

allowed selecting donors with high antileukemia activity, thus contributing to reduce the 

risk of relapse.  

A large, retrospective multicenter comparative study analyzing outcome of 98 alpha/beta 

T- and B-cell depleted Haplo-HSCT, 127 HSCT from MUD and 118  from mismatched 

unrelated donors (MMUD)has been published. All these AL patients were transplanted 

between 2010 and 2015 in 13 italian centers in morphological remission, after 

myeloablative conditioning regimen. Graft failure occurred in 2% each of UD-HSCT 

and αβhaplo-HSCT group. In MUD vs MMUD-HSCT recipients, the cumulative 

incidence (CI) of grade II-IV and grade III-IV acute GvHD was 35% vs 44% and 6% vs 

18%, as compared to 16% and 0% in αβhaplo-HSCT recipients (P<0.001).  Eight (6%) 

MUD, 32 (28%) MMUD and 9 (9%) αβhaplo-HSCT patients died from transplant-

related complications. With a median follow-up of 3.3 years, the 5-year probability of 



 

leukemia-free survival in the 3 groups was 67%, 55% and 62% respectively. In the three 

groups, chronic GvHD-free/relapse-free (GRFS) probability of survival was 61%, 34% 

and 58%, respectively (P<0.001). When compared to patients given MMUD-HSCT, 

αβhaplo-HSCT recipients had a lower CI of NRM and a better GFRS (P<0.001) 

These data confirm that αβhaplo-HSCT is an effective treatment option for patients with 

AL in need of transplantation, especially when an allele-matched UD is not available. 

In the last few years, alternative platforms, such as that based on posttransplantation 

infusion of cyclophosphamide, have been developed. Although largely used in adults, 

few studies have been published on the use of this approach for modulating alloreactivity 

in AL children. Although certainly cheaper than the ab T- and B-cell depletion, the use 

of posttransplantation cyclophosphamide seems to be associated with a risk of leukemia 

recurrence higher than that observed in our cohort. Future studies will further clarify the 

relative advantages and limitations of these 2 different haplo-HSCT platforms. 

 
 

Conclusion 

In summary, our data indicate that, through more refined approaches of graft 

manipulation, haplo-HSCT offers the opportunity to transplant virtually every child in 

need of an allograft, with an expected outcome comparable to that obtained when the 

donor is a HLAmatched sibling or an allelic-matched volunteer.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.1 A &1B OS and DFS. 1C DFS according to disease type, 1D DFS according to use of 

TBI or not 
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APPENDIX 1 - ACUTE GVHD CLASSIFICATION 

Acute GVHD staging (Consensus Conference grading). 
 

STAGE SKIN LIVER INTESTINAL TRACT 

0 No rash  Total bilirubin: < 2 mg/dl Diarrhea < 500 ml/day 

1 
Maculopapular rash < 

25% of BS § 
Total bilirubin: 2-3 mg/dl 

Diarrhea: 500-1000 

ml/day 

2 
Maculopapular rash 25-
50% of BS § 

Total bilirubin: 3-6 mg/dl 
Diarrhea: 1000-1500 
ml/day 

3 Generalized erythroderma 
Total bilirubin: 6-15 
mg/dl 

Diarrhea: > 1500 ml/die 

4 
Generalized erythroderma 
with bollous formation and 

desquamation 

Total bilirubin : >15 mg/dl 
Severe abdominal pain ± 

ileus 

 

 
Acute GVHD grading (Przepiorka et al. Bone Marrow Transplant. 1995) 

 

GRADE SKIN LIVER  
INTESTINAL 

TRACT 

PERFORMANCE 

STATUS 

I 1-2 0 0 0 

II 3 e/o 1 e/o 1 1 

III fino a 3 e 2-3 oppure 2-3 2 

IV 4  4  4 3-4 

§ BODY SURFACE AREA, BSA %: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

APPENDIX 2 -CHRONIC GVHD CLASSIFICATION 

Shulman Classification for Chronic GvHD 

 

 


